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BEOG aid won't be cut
by DENA MINATO
Assistant editor

Recipients of Basic Education
Opportunity Grants (BEOG) will
not have their awards cut for the
current school year according to
Financial Aids Director John
Brinegar.
The
government's
largest
student aid program previously
reported that it had run out of
money for the current school
year and predicted that needy
college students could possibly
lose an average of $160 they had
counted on receiving this year.
In a meeting last week the
office of Education reported that
$180 million would be taken from
next year's fund to meet the need
without cutting students' awards.
Brinegar said that the govern
ment is currently trying to come
up with ways to replace the
money in next year's fund.
Briengar felt that because
money will be taken from next
year's funds, 1976-77 allotments
to students may be done on a
slightly different basis next year.
"The student eligibilty index may
be altered in ways that could
affect the amount of awards."
He explained that those nor
mally eligible for awards of up to

$300 and ranging from about $900$1200 would not be affected as
much as those awarded amounts
in the middle.
The payment schedule for next
year probably won't come out
until the middle of May, ac
cording to Brinegar. "We won't
be able to tell the BEOG money is
to be allotted until that time."
A student's award will be in
cluded in the usual award letter
the school financial office sends
out during spring term.
Brinegar felt the decision to
take money from next year's
funds was the fairest alternative.
"The government, in all fairness,
could not have left the school
holding the bag. They would not
have been able to compensate."
In an earlier interview before
the decision had been made,
Briegar speculated that it would
have been difficult to cut the
grant this late in the academic
year. He didn't see how there
would be enough time to ac
complish the necessary bookwork to implement the cuts.
He also explained that cutting
the grants would have been an
additional problem for those
schools on semesters since
second semester money had
already been dispensed.
Alternatives the government

could have resorted to would
include
just
cutting
the
allocations of the schools on
quarters but as Brinegar stated,
"They would get a lot of static if
they did."
Because many students budget
their money so closely, the
decision not to cut the grants is
the best alternative in their favor
in Brinegar's opinion.
Several reasons for the shor
tage of money experienced by the
program are the increased
enrollments of institutions, the
numbers of BEOG applicants and
the tight money economy.
The program had $820 million
to spend on grants this year but
expects demands to approach $1
billion. Applications were being
received at the rate of 40,000 a
week last fall and continue to
come in at the rate of 15,000 to
20,000 a week according to Peter
K. Voight, head of the BEOG,
program in the- US Office of
Education.
Applications for the current
school year will be accepted until
Monday and applications for next
year are now available. Fresh
men, sophomores, juniors, and
seniors most post-secondary
institutions will be eligible for the
first time since the program
started.
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DEATH SIMULATION » Senior Frank Vanderburg of the GOAT
club added emphasis to the demonstration for the closure of
Monmouth Avenue in front of the Administration building
Tuesday by lying in the middle of the street and covering himself
with a sheet.

Staff s h o r t a g e d e l a y s
student evaluations
by MARK BOG ART
Lamron staff
A staff shortage is to blame for
long delays in the processing of
credit evaluations, according to
Dr.StanKenyon, OCE registrar.
Kenyon said his staff was cut a
few years ago when enrollment
was down and that recent in
creases, especially in the number
of transfer students, have made it
impossible for his staff to keep up
with evaluation requests.
Although three evaluators are
MW employed, the job of
assessing transfer credits to see
if they fill OCE requirements is
handled mainly by only one of
torn. The other two are usually
occupied
checking
athletic
eligibility and requirements for
indents applying for admission
j° specific programs, student
Aching or graduation.

Mother duty of the evaluators
1' lo be available to answer
^nts' questions.
Kenyon
jjjjks this is a necessary service
although it further decreases the
jnount of time available for
ork on credit evaluations.
Kenyon said evaluations are
Waning more and more of a
jfoblem'' and that the solution is
a matter of impressing on the
jate Board of Higher Education
d our own administration the
^ for more help." He has
guested that another full-time
»'Uat°r be hired.
Ij e problem is worse at some
es than at others but part-

time or student help would not
solve it, he said. Differences in
requirements and course num
bering by other institutions make
it necessary to have a welltrained staff, according to
Kenyon.
In most cases students can wait
a term or more while their
evaluations are processed but for
some
upper-division
and
graduate students it is necessary
to know which requirements
must be met in order to schedule
their classes. In these situations
the student should notify the
registrars
office
and
his
evaluation will be given priority
over others, Kenyon said.
"I don't think there has been
any critical problems we haven't
been able to respond to," said the
registrar. He added, however,
that the delays are "justifiably
annoying and frustrating to the
students."
One way students can help
relieve the burden, according to
Kenyon, is to ask for only one
evaluation rather than getting
them for two or more areas. He
said he discourages "shopping"
for degrees by students who want
to compare credits needed for
different areas of concentration.
In most cases, he said, students
can tell what requirements they
lack, by using the OCE catalog.
Unnecessary evaluations are
only a small part of the problem
but they do increase the delay for
students who really do need the
service, he said.

Cleveland recommends counting
collective bargaining vote
by PAT STIMAC
Lamron staff
Executive Director of the
Employe Relations Board (ERB)
Melvin Cleveland has proposed
that a vote challenged in the OCE
faculty's run-off election to elect
a collective bargaining agent is
valid and will be counted.
He made his decision early last
week, thus giving the parties
involved time to appeal his
decision to the entire ERB, which
will meet March 18.
In an interview Monday Mr.
Cleveland said that no party has
yet challenged his decision. He
decided the employe in question,
Grace
Rye,
was
actually
teaching before Sept. 30, which
was the cut-off date for people to
eligible to vote.
The American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) contends that
since Rye was not actually ap
pointed to her position as an
education professor until after
that date, she should be declared
ineligible and her vote invalid.
Cleveland said that "she was
employed and was working," and
stated that was the key point.
The American Association of
University Professor's President
Sam Anderson felt satisfied with
the decision, which was in line
with his organization's feelings.
The majority of people in
volved have speculated that the
challenged vote was cast for
AAUP, which means that the run
off election, held last Dec. 5,
would be tied with 88 votes for
each agent.
_T3_
If that is true and the ERB
declares the vote valid if the
decision is appealed to them,
another election would
be

further run-off election much
sooner."
He said AAUP will argue that
the board is mistaken in the
purpose and intent of the law. He
said that waiting a year would
force an entirely new election,
including a vote on whether to
bargain or not. AAUP's opinion is
that this first election is "not yet
finished." Therefore it wouldn't
be a new election this year, but
simply a continuation of the same
one.
She said that AFT's response is
The big question now is first
not really concerned with who whether AFT will appeal the
wins or loses the election but decision to the ERB and. if so,
instead with another delay of ERB's action on it. The second
bargaining after "a vote of more issue is if it is a valid vote and
than two to one approved faculty whether it causes a tie or clear
bargaining on this campus." She victory. A tie would cause further
said another delay would force delay even if another election
them to learn more patience than could be held soon. An AFT
they already have learned.
victory could mean another delay
Anderson, however, is a little to bargaining due to an appeal by
more optimistic. He said that the State Board of Higher
AAUP will "try and persuade the Education, but that's another
ERB that there should be a story.

required to decide the OCE
bargaining agent. That would
mean a wait of 12 months before
the new run-off election could
take
place,
according
to
Cleveland's interpretation of the
law.
Sessom felt that was ap
parently the case and pointed out
that bargaining would be delayed
until after next December, when
the next election would probably
be held.

Inside today
Senate meets for four and one-half hours;
$2000 lost by clerical error

p
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Despite rumors, alternate coffee shop will
continue to operate with a change in management
Special education offers many job opportunities
Students gearup for spring jog-in
Track season looks promising as women try for
their third consecutive undefeated year
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A senate
t
marathon

Error, allocations deplete funds
term and is finally ready for
publication.
By the time the senate began
In what ended up to be a considering whether or not to
mammouth four and one-half allocate the money to the various
hour meeting of the ASOCE organizations requesting it, it
Senate on Monday almost totally was after 6 p.m. and many of the
depleted their special projects senators had already left. The
Health Fair was given its money
fund for the year.
Actually the fund, which is used by a unanimous vote. The World
by the senate to allocate money Food Day was allocated its $90 by
for special student events during a vote of 8-4.
the year, lost over $2000 because
of a clerical error at the OCE
Outdoor program turned down
Business Office. The office had
the fund listed at about $3400,
A request for money by Out
while a closer figure would have
door Program director Lauren
been $1200.
Burch was actually turned down
Food day gets $190
twice. Burch first requested
That $1200 total was knocked $1200, then when he was told
down to about $880. $190 was there wasn't that much left he
handed out to the World Food Day asked for $880 to purchase TCommittee and $103 went to the shirts. The shirts would have
Student Health Fair. Added to been sold cheaper than anywhere
those allocations was a smaller around and would have been of
one to provide money for the cost much higher quality with a four
of printing the Student Register color print design, according to
which has been worked on all Burch.
by PAT STIMAC
Lamron staff

cidental
fees
budget
on
Educational Activities back from
OCE Business Manager John
Sparks but a number of senators,
especially Wally Lien, felt that
not enough information on the
history and impact of such a
move had been provided to
senators who are not familiar
His $880 request was turned with the issue.
down 4-3 with two abstentions.
Senate
Chariperson
Lisa
Ed activities motion tabled
Klammer then ruled that another
allocation motion would be out of
Last year the Educational
order, but before the meeting
moved on Senator Bob Melendy Activities budget was sent back
challenged that ruling and won to Sparks by the senate because it
an appeal. A motion to give was out of control and was taking
Burch $300 to work with became a too high of a percentage of the
close debate and the vote on it student's portion of the budget.
tied 4-4. Klammer, who is Shetterly argued then and now
required to cast a vote in case of that giving up the Educational
ties, then voted no. The meeting Activities budget was just giving
was then adjourned at 7:30 p.m. the administration more control
over the students' own money.
Shetterly also felt that it was
The meeting had a number of
other major actions. Senator unfair to single out the portion of
Lane Shetterly tried to get budget which covers drama,
control of the portion of in speech, art and music. He felt

Burch explained that because
of that he was sure they could be
sold and that when they were the
money he was allocated would be
returned to the senate and he
would have been able to collect a
small profit to help fund his
spring term activities.

In productive' meeting

Student lobby adopts one proposal
by PAT STIMAC
Lamron staff

Avenue action postponed

The Associated Oregon Student
Lobby (AOSL) met March 5 to
set up its legislative proposals for
the 1977-79 biennium. The
meeting, which was held in the
State Capital Building in Salem,
was productive even though only
one item of proposed legislation
was actually adopted, according
to AOSL Executive Secretary
Dennis Mulvihill.
Five schools attend
Five of the seven member
schools were in attendance at
the meeting including OCE,
University of Oregon, Portland
State
University,
Oregon
Institute of Technology and
Oregon State University. Many
legislative proposals were in
troduced but most were deferred
to the AOSL meeting on April 3 in
order for more research to be
done.

A proposal by OCE student Pat
Stimac for endorsement of the
OCE efforts to close Monmouth
Avenue received general sup
port. Action was postponed until
the priority list of the State Board
of Higher Educations Physical
Facilities Committee could be
consulted to see what impact
such a move would have on the
other institution's building pro
posals.
OCE has been trying to get the
avenue, which runs through the
middle of their campus, closed
for a number of reasons, but
mainly for safety. Portland State
President
Kent
University
Lamoreux was in support of such
a move, stating "You can't put a
cost on human life." Action will
be taken on this issue at the April
3 meeting.

Blumenauer
about the actual budgeting. Operations.
Mulvihill added "The main thing suggested such a move as a
now is to study the current law." means of saving students who
qualified 25 .per cent of the total
cost of their education. No work
Tax credit on tuition
has yet taken place on the
The UO combined with OSU to suggestion.
present another legislative pro
Mumford offered the first of
posal which is still being probably a number of legislative
researched. It would allow state proposals concerning the area of
tax credit for students paying collective bargaining. Mumford's
tuition. "The students are work proposal is in the area of ar
ing with the legislative revenue bitration, where the parties in
office on this issue," Mulvihill volved in bargaining agree to
said. He added that there is have an outside third party settle
currently federal legislation on negotiations that are deadlocked
this issue which the students are by arriving at a contract.
using as a model.
Mumford feels that the ar
"Before such a proposal will be bitrator may make a totally
backed by AOSL," Mulvihill independent decision and that
said, "work is being done to study
would not be right, especially if
the fiscal impact of such a
the arbitration is binding.
move."
Tenure policies considered

Other projects being resear
ched include a procedure for
Student fees discussed
A proposal by UO represen slowing down faculty tenure, a
tative Kirby Garrett to introduce three year Bachelor of Arts
a measure in the legislature that program, the exact use of
would give students total control building fees which every student
OIT student union supported
of incidental fee monies was also is required to pay and child care
The proposal that was adopted delayed until further study of the legislation.
was by OIT's Jay Tofflemire and impact of such a move can be
AOSL definitely feels that some
dealt with building a Student made.
Mulvihill said "Even if we other tenuring procedure is
Union Building for that school.
OIT is presently without one. The don't go for full control at least needed, according to Mulvihill.
lobby agreed unanimously to some changes should be made in Exactly what could be used the
students aren't sure but may
the proposal, although OSU the existing law."
President Bill Mumford pointed
Currently students have only suggest the same procedure that
service
employes
out that it would cost the students taken control over about one- foreign
of each state institution 46 cents a fourth to one-third of the total currently work under called
incidental
fees.
The
ad "upward or outward." "In other
term to fund the construction.
ministration has the final say words," Mulvihill said, "faculty
members would have to reach a
higher level of performance say
every four years. They would
then move up instead of out."
"That
would
insure
the
students getting the best for their
money," Mulvihill concluded.
A question was also brought up
concerning
social
welfare
programs such as child care or
food stamps. A food stamp of
NYION TYPING RIIBON
ficial said that some students
CORRECTION RIBBON
were being excluded from that
program because they were
"voluntarily poor." AOSL felt
AT YOUR
that was a poor justification for
CAMPUS STORE
giving students less benefits.
Ad recommendation by State
Representative Earl Blumenauer
may lead to some research of a
possible three year Bachelor of
Arts program. The UO met with
Rep. Blumenauer and the rest of
the legislative Joint Interim
Committee on State Government
Page 2
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Bargaining arbitration
suggested

His suggestion is called Last
Best Offer Arbitration, which
would force the arbitrator to
decide between either
the
faculty's or the administration's
last contract offer. This, Mum
ford pointed out, would reduce
the arbitrator's leeway and thus
negate any outside influence on
his decision.
As an added benefit of such
arbitration, Mumford said that it
would force both parties to make
their
contract
proposals
reasonable in order that their
offer would be accepted. This
Mumford said, would speed up
the negotiations. This proposal
will be on next month's agenda.
Informal discussion at the
lobby meeting also centered
around the possible tuition in
creases for next year. Kirby
Garrett from the UO pointed out
that in order to have any effect at
all, students can not only protest
such action but should point out
where budget costs could be
made. He cited college ad
ministrative salaries as
a
possible example.
Soon to be presented by the
lobby will be a Voter's Guide
based on legislative issues which
concerned mainly students but
also the general population, and
possible recommendations on the
appointmenst of students to the
State Board of Higher Educa
tion.

that the senate is ''discriminating
against students in those areas bv
not allowing them to come before
the senate and ask for an
allocation
out
of
special
projects."
He said it was "denying some
students access to their own
money." He made it clear that he
wasn't actually asking the senate
for money for organizations, just
that they be allowed at least the
same chance to come before the
senate requesting money as any
other student organization.
Lien's proposal to postpone any
action on the matter until more
information is provided was
accepted by a vote of 14 to 7.
Shetterly accused the senate of
"dragging its feet" on the matter
but Cris Vaughan, newly elected
said that it "took eight to ten
weeks to reach a decision on the
matter last year. Maybe Lane
(Shetterly) is right but perhaps
it's better to wait and not fall into
a well and drown."
ASOCE Business Manager
Dwaine Kronser said that his
board would prepare information
for the senators to see before the
next meeting so that a decision
could be reached.
Coffee shop issue argued
Plans for the Alternative
Coffee Shop was also discussed
Monday. Shetterly and Senator
Neil Haugen wanted to wait for
more detailed information on the
coffee shop's budget, but were
defeated in a move to do so by a
vote of 16 to 6.
Senator Steve Corwin said that
"Students should have direct
control over the coffee shop."
Lien, however, didn't like the
idea of the alternative coffee shop >
continuing, saying that it was
approved as "a stop gap
measure" and had outlived its
usefulness. He said that the
present student-run coffee and
donut stands should be closed
down so that students can attack
the "real issue" and "get the real
coffee shop open so that the other
services that are needed will be
provided."
Melendy felt that if the students
opened an all day coffee shop to
provide services for other
students
the
administratjon
would be forced to observe hie
great need for a full time faciht>
Kronser said, however, that then
students would be paying to
benefits they receive twice an
would be hurting their own causeIf an acceptable program ca
be worked out the senate voted
to.4 to have an all day coffee snop^
By an 18 to 1 vote the senai
decided to send the
letter
Department
another
"demanding" that the soc
team be put in as an offm1
sanctioned sport.
Avenue traffic to be studied

Senator Steve Corwin ^
formed the senate about a
coming session of the Monm ^
City Council where he a" ^
other off-campus senat0[venue
trying to get Monmouth A
closed to all truck traffic, hL.ggj've
asked for volunteers t°
rd
the avenue next week and
.e
the number of trucks that ^
use of the street during eac
Anyone interested in spen ^
hour or more helping ou te
contact Corwin by leavin^^.rg jfl
in the ASOCE Office upstair
the College
^ Center. • ioifl1™
Anyone interested in J ^
the senate may meet
ASOCE Workroom tomorrc>
p.m. to meet with the Co
jj
on Committees. The se ^
nearly full and there
^
the
competition
for
remaining spots.
^ ^(j
March 1V'

°£!Jlh?lecon°mic conference at Salishan
. TROXELL
fortheLamron
for
the Lamron

a™d _ from
experience ,?
gained
from
*
convocation last spring

OCE s Center for Economic
Studies will hold its second an
nual convocation at Salishan
Lodge in Gleneden Beach
Oregon March 26-28. The con
vocation, entitled "Economic
Concerns of the Community",
will again
bring
together
representatives
of
Oregon's
business, labor, agriculture and
public service sectors as well
as educators, students and other
interested parties.
OCE students and faculty are
invited to attend the meeting. The
registration fee has been reduced
to $5 per person for OCE students
in an effort to provide for the
greatest student participation.
Those attending the convocation
and completing the necessary
academic requirements will be
eligible to receive one unit of
graduate / undergraduate credit
in social science.
The purpose of the conference
is to improve communication
among all sectors of the com
munity
regarding
Oregon's
current economic problems. At
the same time, educators and
students will have the op
portunity to learn first-hand of
the complex nature of Oregon's
economy and the role which each
• sector plays in it. All participants
will have the opportunity to
discuss and suggest various
solutions to economic difficulties
that affect all Oregonians.
Dr. Ronald D. Finster, Director
of the Oregon Center for
Economic Studies, says there will
be some changes and additions in
this year's program in light of

New

CPbrtlar(d
c'Symphonic

-Qfoir—

7k

Somt
by Josef Haydn
featuring soloists:

Brunetta Mazzolini, soprano
Jon Gilbertson, tenor
David Murray, bass
with full orchestra

David Wilson, conductor
Portland Civic Auditorium
March 14, 1976
8:00 p.m.

Tickets available at
Stevens & Son, LApman's
Meier & Frank and the
Auditorium Box,Off ice
Price $3.50 and $2.00

March 11,1976

t0pJcs for discussion"
Finlf
mster said, "were selected by

tear TH,V«°Cati0n p,anners las^
year. This year we've asked each
community representativeto

SErt
imnPa?d,f° diSCUSS what
^
mL h
ctor."
Members of several sector
P

an 1 t0 his se

organizations were present at
as. y.,r.s mMim
put
from
community
organizations such as Common
Cause will be added to the list of
participants.
panel
session
method
which was used in last year's
program will be used again this
year. The sessions run for ohe
hour and involve panels com
posed of members from each
sector and a moderator. Each
panel member is allotted time in
which to discuss a topic as it
rf,
es, to his sector. Time is
allowed at the closing of each
session for audience members to
ask questions and exchange
ideas.
In addition to the panel
sessions, the entire assembly will
be broken up into groups of five to
ten persons in order to formulate
questions
and
points
for
discussion to be later presented
to the panelists.
A discussion on the alternative
approaches to economic prob
lems has been added to this
year's program. Ridgeway K.
Foley, an attorney, will present
"The Market Solution", and Mr.
George Kontanis of the Socialist
Workers Party will discuss "The
Socialist Alternative."
Special guest lecturer this year
will be Antony Fisher. Fisher,

carpool
system used

The spring term OCE carpooling system will be set up
differently than the fall and
winter term systems. The carpool is'designed to serve all
commuters, faculty, staff and"
students.
The new system will put all
names on a list by location and
will include name, address,
telephone and daily hours. The
list will be available in the
College Center Office. Com
muters will then be responsible
for copying the names of those
people with compatible locations
and hours. The new system will
leave commuters free to be in
different pools on different days,
depending on hours.
Names
were
previously
matched by the office.
Carpool cards, which will be
included in the registration
packet, must be filled out in order

presents

the

to participate. The list of com
muters will be posted in the
College Center Office during the
second week of school. The list
will be constantly updated, so
students may keep checking if at
first no one matches their hours.
Carpool office hours for spring
term will be from 10 a.m. to 11:30
a.m. Monday, Wednesday and
Thursday. The office is next to
the Sweete Shoppe and students
may ask for either Joyce Person
of Kari Kleinow.

Bend
program
considered
Elementary education majors
who are planning to do their
student teaching next fall may be
able to student teach in Central
Oregon. The elementary edu
cation division hopes to be
able to place several students in
Bend schools if enough people
apply and supervising schedules
can be worked out.
Students planning on student
teaching next fall who would like
to work in Bend, may contact
their advisers or Dr. Gerald
Girod, director of elementary
education, for more information.

wh„

W
who was born in London, is
founder of the Institute for
Economic Affairs in England,
1955'
F
i
s
h
e
r
a'so
. tabl ed 'l,e International
Institute of Economic Research
at the University of California
Los Angeles, and aided in the
establishment of the Fraser
Institute in Vancouver, British
Columbia and currently serves as
its acting director.
Among
the
community
representatives scheduled to
attend the convocation are
Kichard H. Barger, President of

Donut stand to continue
by TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron staff
Despite rumors declaring that
it would be discontinued, the
donut and coffee stand being run
by ASOCE will not be closed
down.
Senate approved a motion
Monday by Joe McLeod to try
and find a club or organization on
campus to take over the coffee
stand. The stand opened fall term
and has been run by the Senate
Investigative Committee under
the chairmanship of McLeod.
McLeod was responsible for
putting the stand into operation.
Currently, it is open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 10
a.m. Located in the College
Center, the stand features a
variety of donuts (20 cents) and
Danish (25 cents). Coffee is

If you wonder what you should
do if you have a beef with your
landlord, or if you want to know
how the law affects you as a
teacher, you will want to mark
your calendars next term for 7
p.m. Wednesdays.
The Board of Administration
and ASOCE will be sponsoring a
free weekly discussion presen
tation on different aspects of the
law. The series, to be given by
Joseph Penna, a Monmouth
lawyer, will deal with a different
aspect of law each week.
The first session will be the
second Wednesday of next term.
Students are asked to sign up at
ASOCE Offices if they plan to
attend. This is not necessary, but
will help in planning for space.
Tentative topic for the first
week is "Courts and Lawyers:
How to know which ones to use,
and when."

'6.50

A PAIR

STYX AND STONES
——

210S. **" " "
k Pacific Hwy.
A record shoppe

838-4975

All graduate students planning
to take the final' written com
prehensive examinations May 3-4
must file an Application for the
Master's Degree in the graduate
office on or before April 5.
Failure to do so will delay their
final examinations until Summer
Session 1976.
Candidates who have com
pleted all coursework in their
programs or will be enrolled in
the final courses this spring term
are qualified to apply.

INFORMATION MEETING
March 11th- 4:00-6:30 p.m. - Room 113
Gilbert Hall, University of Oregon
Need more information? Contact: The Resident Teacher
Program, Field Experiences Programs, College of Education
University of Oregon (phone 686-3530).

(Experienced Merchandise)
Ski is & Ski Boots
f

i

184 S. Main St.
Independence, Oregon
Phone 838-3366

File early

The University of Oregon has a graduate program for certified
teachers which includes full time teaching while working on a
master's degree. You receive approximately $6000 plus the
usual teacher benefits. Cooperating school districts are
located in the Eugene area, Roseburg area, Beaverton area
Coos Bay area.

:•»>,x«*-,

Open 6 days a week
10:00-5:30
till 7:00 on Friday

Clubs or organizations in
terested in taking over the coffee
stand should contact someone
from the Senate Investigative
Committee or McLeod. These
people can be contacted through
the student government offices in
the College Center.
No decision was made by
Senate in case there were no
groups interested in taking over
the management of the stand.
However, McLeod feels there will
be no problem in finding someone
to take over the stand.

GRADUATING?
Looking for A Public School
Teaching Position?

THE
HAGGLE HOUSE

Come in and Check Out Our
Albums
Incense
Jewelry
Macrame
Also
REBUILT JEANS
ONLY

available for a dime.
The stand has been under in
vestigation to decide what should
be done with it.
"We (Senate) want to try and
find a club or organization on
campus to properly run the stand
and take the money for them
selves," said McLeod.
McLeod estimated that the
stand grosses about $20 a day.
McLeod says that "from what I
know" the stand is making about
$50 a term profit. However, the
Financial Board disagrees.
"A club could make more
money than we are making
because they would not have to
pay wages," McLeod said.
One idea being circulated about
the stand was that the stand
would be closed and then the
administration, specifically, Neil
Amerman, would run it.
"However, I thought that since
the students have control of the
stand why should they give it
back?" McLeod stated. "We've
got it, so let's keep it."
"When we students can do what
we want with it why should we let
them (the administration) have
it?" added McLeod.
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AGRI-PAC; Robert Kennedy
Public Affairs Research.
President of Oregon AFL-CIO;
Convocation
planners
are
and Leonard Kunzman, Director
of the State of Oregon Depart looking forward to a turnout
larger than the 225 participants of
ment of Agriculture.
Several of the representatives last year. Those involved in the
who attended last year's con coordination of the program
vocation were invited to par would like to see as many as
possible taking advantage of this
ticipate in this year's program
unique educational opportunity in
They
include
William
J
Moshofsky, Vice President of order to further their un
derstanding
of
Oregon's
Georgia-Pacific;
Waldron
economic community.
Johnson, President of the Oregon
All interested persons may
Farm Bureau Federation; and
their inquiries to Dr.
Andrew E. Jacobs, Executive address
F inster in the Social Science
Director of the Institute for department.
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Senate a circus
Monday's Senate meeting turned into a three ring
circus through no fault of the Senate Chairperson.
Due to the increase in interest in Senate, expressed in
the form of new senators and more observers, the
meeting was moved from the Wallowa Room to the
Oregon Room, a very commendable move. The new
room, however, was ill-equipped with chairs close
enough to hear the action. To make matters worse,
several senators, whether deliberately or inadvertently,
seemed to speak inaudibly whenever a vote or important
discussion was brought up. All in all it was a frustrating
experience for those bothering to attend the meeting, or
bothering to stay for more than 10 minutes. The Senate
has been trying to encourage student participation and
this is certainly not on the right road to doing that.
Secondly, the senate obviously had two agendas
worth of work to accomplish at one meeting. The
meeting lasted four and one half hours because senators
refused to adjourn. By the time it was over, few senators
were left to carry on the business because of other
obligations. They surely did not expect student
observers to stay through the agenda when a large
number of senators could not do so. Not only did the
meeting run late, several issues seemed to be rushed
through, or at least an attempt was made to rush them
through.
Another problem of the meeting was that the senators
had not been provided with information to do their
homework on the educational activities issue. The issue
is an important one, and we understand Senator Lane
Shetterly's opposition when Senate again voted to table
the issue. But it is also impractical to ask the senators to
vote on something of which they might not yet
understand the full implications. An obvious
communication line had broken down during the last
meeting so that neither the Communications Committee
or Financial Board was sure they were supposed to put
out information on the question. It no longer matters
who was to blame, but it is important that the situation
be rectified in the future. The senate meeting should not
be a time to disseminate information. It should rather be
designed to analyze information already in hand and to
vote on it.
Next term's agendas, including the review of the
proposed Financial Board 1976-77 budget, should require
weekly meetings of the senate, and perhaps this will
solve some of the problems which cropped up Monday.
It appears as though the importance of the matters
which will be before Senate will leave no alternative but
weekly meetings.

Martin never
enrolled
In writing the article "Few Blacks Coming to OCE"
last week, the reporter was under the impression that
Black liaison Curt Martin, the source of the story, had
enrolled in David Allen's "Blacks in American Society
Class." The Lamron was surprised to find earlier this
week that Martin was never enrolled in the class.
We have found Allen competent in other classes, but
since we have never been enrolled in the class, we
cannot make a judgement as to its effectiveness. But
neither should Martin have been allowed to make such a
judgement in print when he had not taken the class.
While Martin had observed the class with Allen's
knowledge on four occasions, we do not feel this would
have given him enough background to make the
statements, and would not have printed them if we had
been correctly informed of the situation.
As the article came out in print, it gave only Martin's
side of the story. While the Lamron planned to do a
followup article this week on the admistrative point of
view, the first article should have been saved until both
could be printed at the same time.
The article was not published with the intent to attack
anyone, but to open the eyes of the campus to what the
minority students feel is a real problem. In doing so, one
is inevitably going to stir up emotions.

Martin clarifies article
In last week's edition of the
Lamron, an article entitled "Few
Blacks Coming to OCE", was
written by Mickey Brown, a
member of the Lamron staff. The
reporter's source of information
was myself, Curt Martin, Black
Student Liaison. The source and a
few points of our discussion were
misconstrued, and I would like to
clear them up.
The purpose for the interview
was for me to discuss the mood of
the students on this campus
toward black students. To this
notion, I replied, "The students
on this campus are very
responsive to the wants of the
Minority Affairs Office. This has
been shown with their support of
a dance held last spring, as well
as enrollment in classes spon:
sored by this office."
The interest shown by the
Administration has been minimal
up to this point. We have not
received support in engaging
minority enrollment, or the
initiation of more classes on
blacks. I feel that offering two
classes on blacks (Blacks in
American Literature and Blacks
in American Society) is not
sufficient to prepare students
adquately in understanding a
culture different from their own.
In last week's article, I

Vaughan
preparing
message
To the editor:

The student body exhibited an
extraordinary amount of energy
at our recent elections. An energy
I see as a mandate to action for
our new officers.
As President it is my duty and
responsibility to increase in
volvement and awareness while
encouraging use of these energies
in the form of new programs, new
lines of communication, new
policies of availability and new
avenues for student input.
I feel it is important to take a
positive step forward in making
everyone aware of my goals and
the goals I see for ASOCE in the
coming months. In the past
campaign issues and promises
have been forgotten soon after
the election; not so this year. I
am now working with the new
officers to prepare a state of the
union message which will outline
our current situation as students
at OCE and the goals and
achievements we can accomplish
with total student body support.
This will not be a proclamation
conceived by superior intellects,
but rather a serious appraisal of
conditions as they are on our
campus. I will have this
evaluation of
our
current
situation prepared and submitted
to the Lamron in time for the first
issue of Spring term. I would
encourage your ideas and input
as this is not a directive but an
evaluation of students, by
students and for students. All
ideas and suggestions should be
left in SPO 61 by the end of finals
week.
Cris C. Vaughan
ASOCE President elect

criticized the class, "Blacks in
American Society." There was a
portion of that criticism direc
ted at the instructor, David
Allen, with all due respect. I am
aware that as a student in the
field of sociology, Allen is very
qualified to teach a class on the
sociological
implications
of
blacks in American society. As
far as him teaching a general
class on the topic of Blacks in
American society, I feel that he
may be less effective than
teachers on this campus who
taught this same class before.

derstanding blacks in American
society.

I myself was never enrolled in
the class, but I attended as an
observer with Allen's knowledge.
If Allen and myself could go
over his class outline, maybe
then we could develop a series of
classes which would meet the
need of educating students on the
different phases of blacks in
American society, such as
economics, political rhetoric, and
music, as well as the current two
classes. I do feel that currently
Allen's class is simply ineffective
in bridging the gap of un

The notion of blacks on this
campus having a G.P.A., at the
2.00 point level or lower because
the teachers are not interested is
just false. The G.P.A. is above
the 2.5 level, which shows blacks
could learn if more effort were
used to give the tutoring needed.
Then these G.P.A.'s would rise
and the student would learn
more, which would make him
more intellectually prepared to
work within most realms of
American society.
OCE is not rascist in respect of
the attitudes of students toward
minorities. The only way it can be
said to be so is by the lack of
interest the administration gives
to racial issues.
As one further clarification, I
would like to say I never said
there
were any Japanese
professors on this campus.
I appreciate the interest shown
by the Lamron toward the
Minority Office and I apologize
for any negative reaction this
paper received from last week's
article.
Curt Martin

OCE not a racist campus
president, and in the last election
a Black received a substantial
number of votes, a clear in
dication
that
anti-Black
prejudice has always been
rampant at OCE.
In response to Martin's (and
Brown's) direct criticisms of the
administration, it is patently
unfair to hold the administration
solely responsible for the shor
tage of Black students and
teachers at OCE. This school is
open to all students, regardless of
skin color, and all qualified
students are equally free to at
tend it. To expect OCE to pros
pect for and cultivate a quota of
minority
students
is
unreasonable. The same prin
ciple applies to Black teachers.
Even a cursory examination of
the OCE teaching staff reveals
that the school hires for in
dividual
professional
quali
fications,
not
for
ethnic
background. If Blacks are not on
OCE's staff, the problem lies not
with the administration, but with
the applicants (if indeed any
Blacks have ever applied at
OCE). For OCE to actively
pursue Black teachers to the
exclusion of other qualified ap
plicants would be a clear
violation of civil rights laws.
My apologies for exceeding
your 300 word limit, but this
article merited a thorough
response.

To the editor:

"Few Blacks coming to OCE"
is, without a doubt, the most
technically
deficient
and
distorted piece of writing to
appear in the Lamron this year.
This article apparently was not
even scanned by an editor prior
to publication.
The journalistic style, or total
lack of style, displayed by the
writer is a disgrace to jour
nalism, to the Lamron, and to
OCE. The sentences are garbled,
the punctuation is laughable, and
there is a total lack of objectivity.
Even the rankest amateur
reporter should have the common
sense and the common decency to
elicit a direct response from the
target of the article, the OCE
administration. To present only
one side of an issue produces the
kind of distortions and innuendos
which are rampant in Brown's
"work".
As for Curt Martin, he may
have an impressive title and an
inflated view of his knowledge of
Black affairs, but his view of
OCE is both shortsighted and
based on a lack of accurate in
formation. During the 1968-69
academic year, when the Blacks
at OSU stormed out of that school
in a fit of pique they found refuge
at OCE, Mr. Martin's "racist
campus". OCE students have
also elected a Black student body

No one

w

Gary Anderson

onfs subsidy

To the Editor :
The Lamron quoted Curt
Martin as saying that OCE was
uninterested in attracting Blacks
and that "This lack of interest
reflects on the grades the Blacks
receive from the teachers. The
average is just over the 2.00
level." If the quote is correct,
then Mr. Martin is saying that
Blacks, by nature of being Black,
are automatically entitled to
higher grades
than
other
students, a sort of grade subsidy.
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A policy of reward based on race
can only perpetuate racist
feelings, something that I don t
feel anyone including Mr. Martin
wants, on the other hand maybe
he does. If so, good luck.
P.S. Perhaps Mr. Martin or tlje
registrar's office would elaborate
on the aforementioned 2.00 pluS
GPA, what is it exactly, over
what period of time, does it in"
elude foreign students, etc.
Skip Jones
Research Assistant
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Soccer

Art department explored

You gotta have art'

become
to official?

To the editor:
On Tuesday, March 16, at 10
a.m. to noon, the PE department
will have its final faculty meeting
of the term and part of the
proposed agenda will be devoted
to the soccer club's chances of
becoming an official sport at
OCE.
The big topic of this meeting
will be ASOCE financial board's
proposal to fund a soccer team
Early this month Dr. Livingston
came to ASOCE financial board
seeking an additional $6,000 for
the PE department next year.
But much to his surprise the
financial board said they would
give him the additional money if
he would incorporate the soccer
club into the PE department
Dr. Livingston has said that he
could not take in a soccer
program because of lack of
money. His present argument is
that he cannot find somebody to
coach the team. So much for a
constant argument.
In the past OCE has managed
to incorporate such teams as golf,
wrestling, swimming, bowling
and gymnastics. When these
sports came to OCE the PE
department had to find somebody
to coach them. So what is dif
ferent with soccer? Only Dr
Livingston knows.
It is also interesting to note that

£e,s« *eam's budgets run from
Jl.'.h? , $3'200' while the soccer

fromSyscLieCeiVedOnly$20°
another sport may come in, but a
look at the list of the five above
sports and you can hardly argue
out rfrp bowling and swLmmg
out-drew the soccer team in
year' 0f these three
snowT
?1Sswimming
sports only
is right on
campus where the students have
easy access to these sports
I don't want to take anything
away from these sports, but k
hardly seems right for OCE to
tinance these sports and leave the
soccer club out in the cold It is
about time that somebody in the
E department would wake UD
from their sleep and look around
the world. Soccer is No. l in the
world and before long soccer may
the United States.
ASOCE
had
given
Dr.
Livingston a chance to eat his
words and now you as a student
have a chance to add to Dr.
Livingston's lunch of soccer stew
Show your support by signing the
petitions
circulating
around
campus and I hope to see you at
the meeting on tuesday, March

16.

ART WORK

r*

Manuel lzquierdo.rrently °n

Lomron photo by Bob Dodson
d'sp,ay ,n

Campbe// Hall Gallery 107 are sculptures by Portland artist,

Cal Fagan

by BETTY KING
leave here and are accepted into interested, it makes it more
Lamron staff
Ask
Dr. Daniel Cannon, graduate programs in any area in difficult."
On the subject of the building
chairman of OCE's art depart which they want to work, in
cluding sculpture.
itself, Dr. Cannon noted that it is
ment, what he feels are the best
One
of
the
biggest
problems
a "pretty great building" but
qualities of his department and
he will reply that the strongest within the department is the everybody is short of space.
growth it is experiencing. As Dr. There is a committee right nowfeatures are the student and
Cannon explained, "I think that working on "identifying some
To the editor:
vehicles, nor those trucks with faculty themselves.
Dr. Rice remarked at the new areas in the building that we
I thank you for your editorial in business on campus, or Whitesell
Said Dr. Cannon, "I think these January faculty meeting that might utilize in a different
support of Senate Investigating and Gentle Streets.
two things have got to go together there was positive enrollment
Committee's truck zone proposal,
necessarily. I have without any and growth all over the campus fashion" but still within the
however, there are a few points
building, not around campus.
question, the strongest art and there's one very dramatic
As
the
proposal
now
stands,
that need clarification.
faculty
in
the
state
of
Oregon,
and
As Dr. Cannon observed, "I
The City Planning Commission unnecessary truck traffic would I say this with all modesty. I department--and that's the Art
because
our think those are the things you
has not been directed by the City be channeled away from Mon would smile, of course, when I Department,
enrollment has gone to the point have to do in your programs. How
Council to look into the matter, mouth Avenue between Main St
say that, but I really believe it's
but the chairman of the com and Hoffman Rd., and W. Church true -- having met the faculty and where we are at a higher level of can we fit another something in
enrollment in our classes than we someplace without sort
of
mission, Denis Fahey, has been St. as well. It is necessary to seen
the
departments
in have been since our very peak hanging it on a sky hook outside
very helpful in directing us to the divert the trucks at Hoffman Rd. operation in other parts of the
year in 1971, when the whole someplace!"
proper sources of information. detour on non-residential roads. state."
college began to get a little dip."
Dr. Cannon related some
This will mean a detour for the
In explaining why students are
Dr. Cannon stated that it seems history pertaining to the building
The truck zone proposal would trucks of at most half a mile.
an equally strong point, Dr. to be something that is clearly itself. "There was another half
not affect the flow of residential
traffic, use
by
emergency Besides alleviating the disruptive Cannon stated, "The students happening around the country, that fell down in the 1962
noise, the diversion of truck that we have I take great delight too. "Art is an area that people Columbus Day storm, but this
traffic will help drivers avoid the in working with, because I feel are identifying with. I think half stood firm. The basement
congestion of pedestrian traffic they, too, have potentials that can they're beginning to understand shows the old construction
crossing Monmouth Ave. and W. be developed. I have found that you don't have a magic wand methods-this was before poured
students in Oregon to be as good that someone touches you on the concrete. What they did was
Church St.
as those in any place I've ever head with it and says, 'You shall mound the earth, sort of like a
worked, and I've worked in quite have talent, and you shall not.' pyramid, then stair-step bricks
Our committee has considered a number of places.
You have potentials to be over that, The walls in the
To the editor:
the best interests of the com
"People are people everyplace. developed, and these are the basement are sometimes 12 feet
OCE's Young Democrat's Club munity as a whole and believe They've got artistic potential to things that we work with in the thick, and they get thinner as
would like to invite any OCE that this proposal will benefit all, develop. That goes for people department here."
they approach the top. Way up
students who will be attending while compromising the true living in New York City, or
One problem that the depart there it's just one brick on top of
classes spring term and would concerns of none. We are con anyplace else in the world. I've ment has is that there is a another and you can finger
like to join the club to attend this sidering the addition of an seen this happen at OCE with demand for areas in which "we mortar out from in-between, but
afternoon's meeting the College
students we have here. The are not able to function right now, we try to discourage that. It's a
Center Deschutes Room at 5 p.m. exemption for farm implements, students, in my opinion, are and of course, we have asked the really great building with lots of
The club held its first meeting allowing them to use W. Church competititve
with
students Administration for more faculty history, and it's a nice place to
last Monday and is seven people St. and the portion of Monmouth anyplace I've ever been."
to help us out. Mrs. Culbertson work."
Ave.
between
Hoffman
Rd.
and
strong with many more people
Dr. Cannon noted that within was a marvelous, marvelous
Concerning any new classes to
showing interest so far. If you W. Church St. This would keep the department there is a person teacher in our weaving area -- be held in the department, Dr.
would like to help us organize a farm implements off 99W where who is strong in every area of art loom weaving - and her position Cannon indicated that
the
candidates fair, which we plan to they would represent a safety that is taught here, even though has not been identified. After she curriculum committee met this
hold during a latter week in April, hazard for all traffic, and would there are some limitations im left we did not get to keep the year and requested a renum
please come this afternoon. The satisfy the main concern of the posed on the department by a position. We have asked for bering of the whole course
Deschutes Room is located at the Polk County Commissioners who lack of facility. For example, additional help because we need system so that there's more
east end of the upstairs College will also take action on the because of the age of the building, to beef up our weaving, textiles, coherence in it. He feels that a
open fires are not permitted, so and crafts areas." He explained fine job was done on it, and is
Center, just opposite the ASOCE proposal.
office.
the college can't have any that there was a lack of a clearly "hoping the whole state system
glassblowing. Also, the depart identified position, and one was will adopt it. I don't know if that
During the meeting Monday a
If students, citizens or farmers ment can't include a foundry of a needed.
will happen, but I wish so."
club constitution was approved
would like more information forge as a means of expanding
Course offerings in the art
According to Dr. Cannon, there
and officers elected, and all that
about the truck zone and how the sculpture program.
is an identified body of students history section have been split
remains is getting the candidates
they can help, they should call
However, as Dr. Cannon points who want to specialize in these up. The first art history has been
fair organized and we could use a
Scott Taggart at 588-2836 or out, the faculty is innovative. areas.
"We
are
trying divided into two components
lot of
help from student
myself at 838-3147. I also urge all Students have gone to a local desperately to meet the needs of because it was rather difficult to
Democrats who would like to get persons
interested
in
this manufacturer in Independence these students, and I think that's cover "40,000 years of art work
involved with the upcoming
proposal to attend the next City and watched some foundry work. again the approach that you have history in 10 weeks."
election. All you have to give is a
Council meeting on April 6, at Also, there are foundries and to use in any of these things. If
little time.
8:00 in the council chambers of facilities of that nature that you've got an identified need,
An American art history class
Steve McDonough, president
Monmouth City Hall. I am sure students can go to on field how can you show this need and has also been added that will be
Steve Geiger
that the council members want to trips.
get some help for it? Because, as "a real fine one. We haven't
Frank Virag
hear your opinions on this
Dr. Cannon feels that he has someone once said, 'If it weren't offered anything in that area
Barbara Bishop
proposed ordinance.
extremely strong faculty in all for the students we wouldn't be specifically in the past. We up
Don Rowland
the areas in which the depart here.' If we've got students here dated and reorganized our
Mike Sedlock
Steve Corwin
ment is working, and because of who are unable to get programs modern art history offerings,
Laura Wiles
SIC, ASOCE
that, they have students that in which they are particularly also."

Truck proposal beneficial

Demos meet
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Covers a variety of fields

Attention given special ed
by LEE KELLEY
Lamron staff
The OCE special education
department, a branch of the
Education Psychology depart
ment, does work in a variety of
fields, including deaf education,
mental retardation, counseling,
multiple handicapped, extreme
learning problems, reading skills
and early childhood education.
Dennis Fahey, head of the
special education department,
said there are some 150 OCE
students presently involved in
graduate work
in special
education with the number going
to 250-350 part-time students over
summer term.
According to Fahey some 40 to
50 graduates are receiving
financial assistance. By next
year special ed may get some
$200,000 in graduate assistance
from the Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped.
Fahey said that it's only been in
recent years that special ed has
begun to receive widespread
attention by the public schools.
In previous years public
schools paid seemingly little
attention
to
the
learning
problems of
mentally
or
physically handicapped children,
and at times parents of such
children found it necessary to pay
for their children to attend a
private school specialized in
working with such students.
By 1969 Oregon had begun to
provide funding for special ed in
public schools.
Then in 1973 Congress passed a
bill entitled "The Right to
Education for the Handicapped,"
which made it mandatory that
public schools provide the needed
facilities and trained faculty for
teaching handicapped students.
President Ford has also
recently signed a law to insure a
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handicapped program, and has
called for a December 1976 White
House conference on the han
dicapped.
As a result of this strengthened
emphasis, there has been a
virtual
"mushrooming"
of
special ed programs across the
nation, according to Fahey.
Due to this Fahey sees good job
prospects for special ed teachers
in the coming years.
Recent graduates have found
little trouble securing positions
as long as they are willing to go
where the job is. In the learning
disabilities field, for example,
there are presently more jobs
than applicants.
Fahey said that most of OCE's
special ed programs are at the
graduate level, since to be a
qualified special ed teacher one
must usually also be a certified
regular classroom teacher.
Fahey said that there's still
lots of room for expansion
for special ed, citing a recent
survey that showed that out of the
estimated
100,000
Oregon
children needing the service
(approximately 10 percent of the
entire school age population)
only about 40,000 were presently
being served.
Fahey, who himself has been
involved since 1957 in teaching
the
handicapped,
sees
a
possibility for one or two classes
for retarded children at OCE's
Campus Elementary School in
the future.
At present, OCE's student
teaching program and lower
division classes Ed 111 and Psy
227, sometimes involve working
with the retarded or handi
capped. OCE's Todd Hall is also
the center for a multiple han
dicapped program.
Fahey said that those most
attracted to the special ed field

NORTHWEST PASSAGE
NEEDS YOU!
Deadline - April 2nd
leave in College Center,
Lamron Office, SPO 92

IT CAN BE SAID,
SIMPLY AND
/ WITH THANKS,
THAT IT IS AN
ABSOLUTELY
TERRIFIC MOVIE'.'
Jay Cocks
Time Magazine
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tended to be elementary ed
majors.
Fahey said that students in
elementary ed often had their
first introduction to special ed
thru a regular education course
entitled Identification of Lear
ning Problems in the Classroom
(Ed 473).
As to what sort of drop out
percentage was involved with
special ed students, Fahey
mentioned that since all study
was at the graduate level most
students who would change their
minds had already been screened
out of the education program.
Fahey said that some teachers
will take special ed as a sideline
to add to their regular classroom
skills. This is often the case with
remedial reading or reading
disabilities classes.
There are two colleges in
Oregon besides OCE that have
comprehensive
special
ed
programs, according to Fahey.
These are the University of
Oregon, which is involved with
the physically handicapped, and
Portland State, which is involved
with the visually handicapped. In
some instances students may
take special ed classes at two or
all three of these schools for
different aspects of the program.
According to Fahey, special
private schools have always
served only a small percentage of
handicapped
or
retarded
children. Those who have been
served in the largest sense by
private schools have been the
emotionally disturbed.
With public schools taking
on
responsibility
for
the
education of the retarded and
handicapped, Fahey said that
private agencies that previously
worked in this area, in general
have taken on new roles,
becoming more involved in
serving preschool and postschool
persons.
In addition, if trained special
ed teachers and facilities aren't
available at a public school, then
necessary special ed services
may be contracted through a
private school, though the public
school must pay for it.
Fahey's own view of special ed
is that retarded and handicapped
children should receive in
struction in the least restrictive
setting, and that which gives the
most support to the child.
Fahey felt that this differed
with the individual, saying that
for some this might involve only
partial integration with the
regular classroom situation,
while for others it might involve
almost total school time being
spent in a normal classroom.

Poetry
wonted
The National College Poetry
Contest sponsored by Inter
national Publications features
cash prizes of up to $100.
Students are eligible to submit
original and unpublished verse.
Entries must be typed, doublespaced.
Each poem must be on a
separate sheet and must include,
in the upper left hand corner the
name, address and college name
of the student.
Poems must be between three
and 16 lines and must be titled.
There is an initial registration
fee for the first entry and a fee of
fifty cents for each additional
poem. It is requested that
students submit no more than
five poems.
All entries must be postmarked
by March 31 and mailed to
International Publications; 4747
Fountain Avenue; Los Angeles
CA., 90029.

Faculty Senate to Meet - Chancellor Roy E. Lieuallen will meet with
the Faculty Senate Tuesday, March 16, at 4 p.m. in the Willamette
Room to discuss possible procedures for the selection of OCE s new
president. The meeting will begin at 3:30 p.m.
Carpoolers Wanted - Faculty and staff members are invited to join
car pools which will be formed spring term. Only students were in
volved with the car pool for winter and fall terms. For more in
formation check at the car-pooling office near the Sweet Shoppe.
Salem Concerts Set - The Salem Community Concert Association's
1976-77 season tickets are on sale now. The cost for the entire season is
$10 for adults and $5 for students. For more information, contact
Edgar Smith, Ewan Mitton or William Punke in the Music department.
Donate Blood - The Red Cross blood collection set up in the College
Center will run until 4 p.m. today.
Opera Program Monday - Portland mezzo-soprano Alyce Rodgers
will sing Monday, March 15, at 8 p.m. in the Music Hall auditorium.
She will be accompanied by Gibner King on the piano.
Archives Change - OCE momentos on display in the case across
from the College Center office will be discontinued tomorrow.
Art Exhibits to Change - The student art exhibit in the College
Center will continue through Friday, March 19; Manuel Izquirdo's
drawings and sculptures will continue in Campbell Hall Gallery 107
through Saturday, March 20.
Fashion Talk Tomorrow - Mr. Richard Davis will give a talk on
"American Fashions, 1776-1976" at noon in the Oregon Room
tomorrow. The talk is presented by the Humanities, Education and
PE / Health departments.
Last Movie Tomorrow - The last movie of winter term, "The Three
Musketeers," will be shown tomorrow in the coffee shop. The film,
which stars Oliver Reed, Raquel Welsh, Richard Chamberlin and
Michaei York, will be shown at 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. Admission is $1 for
students and adults, 50 cents for kids 7 to 12; and free to those under 7.
Spring Sports Starting - Any OCE student who wishes to join a spring
sports team should contact the following coaches: Joe Caligure,
Baseball, NPE; Carol Brownlow, Softball, NPE; Jackie Rice,
women's track, NPE; Don Spinas, men's track, NPE; Wilma Hein,
women's tennis, NPE; Bob McCullough, men's tennis, NPE; anu Bill
McArthur, golf, OPE.
Inspirational Meeting Set - Campus Christian Scientists will hold
their weekly inspirational meeting in the Ochoco Room of the College
Center at noon Wednesdays.
Campus Creative Night - Come and share your original songs,
poetry and/or other art work at 7:30 p.m. tonight at No. 8, 503 S.
Monmouth Ave. the UCCF Building. For more information contact
Randy Frost, Gentle Hall No. 126, 838-9928 or 838-9945. A film entitled
"Why Man Creates" will also be shown.
Lamron Classifieds Free - Classified ads in the Lamron are free to
OCE students. Deadline for the Thursday paper is noon, Tuesday. Due
to lack of space, a limit of one ad per person each week is requested.
Bicentennial Events Next Term - Sam Anderson will speak on
"America: Imperialist or Isolationist? March 30 at 12:30 p.m. in the
Willamette Room. Three Micronesian students will take part in a
panel discussion on American intervention in Micronesia and their
disenchantment with it at noon, March 31 in the Willamette Room.
Movie to Show -- As part of the continuing Profiles in Courage film
series, a film on John Adams will be shown April 11 in the Willamette
Room at noon.
Prints to be Shown -- Prints from the University of Oregon printmaking department will be exhibited from March 29 - April 2 in the
Main concourse of the College Center.
Music Recital Set -- Ray Finnell will give his senior piano recital
Sunday, April 4 at 4 p.m. in the Music Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m.
High Schoolers to Compete -- The District No. 4 Solo and Ensemble
contest will be held on campus all day April 3 in the Music Hall
Auditorium, College Center, Ed 217 and Campus Elementary School.
First spring term movie -- The first Friday spring term movie will
be "Chinatown," in the coffee shop. Check schedule for times.
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With finals a few days away one would
usually expect to find students holed up
somewhere with books, marking pens,
classmates' notes, and a copy of last
term's final. This, however, was not
always the case this week, traditionally
termed "dead week."
Some students oiled up their tenspeeds and took off down the road for
no place in particular. One student really
caught spring fever and showed his
exuberance by mowing the grass, filling
the air with that old familiar and
refreshing fragrance,
Those students seeking adventure
headed up to the old swimming hole at
Mill Creek, donned cut-offs which had
been in storage for months and dove
into the freezing water.
Many students who had planned a
demonstration for the closing of
Monmouth Avenue found their protest
graced with warm weather.

Lomron photo by Don Baldwin
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'The Man Who Would Be King'

Movie below expectations

Bicentennial play
opens in Portland

the fiup
five best nictures
pictures this year
year,
they are fighting, rather than rv...
The clock will be turned back as well as the seriousness of the
then the motion picture academy
really fighting.
on
the stage of the Portland Civic Founding Fathers. The action
The stars, Connery and Caine, must not have had much from Auditorium when the award centers on John Adams and his
efforts
to
persuade
the
really play off each other well as which to choose this year.
1776
As a surprise preview second winning Broadway hit
congressional
delegates
to
Danny and Peachy, former
opens
a
four-day
engagement
on
British soldiers during the 1870's. feature, the Elsinore showed Wednesday, March 24 through declare America free of British
Bored with the mundane life in "Echoes of a Summer," the main Saturday, March 27. The four rule. With the help of Benjamin
India after the British govern purpose of which was probably to evening performances will begin Franklin, he gets Thomas Jef
ment takes over, they are make the first movie look better. at 8:15 p.m. and matinees on ferson to write a declaration of
clamoring for higher adventure. The movie starred Richard Friday, March 26 and Saturday, independence, and by com
Perhaps they felt as cheated as Harris in a plot about a little girl March 27 will have a 2:30 p.m. promise and cajolery, the three
we did when they failed to find it. who was dying -- a plot you can
convince the more conservative
curtain.
Actually the stars seem to have a figure out right after the movie
delegates to accept the ideas in
During
the
sweltering
summer
lot of fun throughout the picture- theme song. The problem with of 1776, a wrangling, bickering the document. Finally on July 4,
moreso than the audience. Since the movie-or at least what we body of men in Philadelphia the Declaration is signed.
the two complement each other lingered to see -- is that it took
Tickets for "1776" priced at
forged a new nation out of 13
so well, it is too bad they were not itself too seriously. The script
separate colonies. The familiar $8.50, $7.50, $6.50 and $5.50, are on
given a better vehicle for their was written by Harris, and all the
dialogue came out in poetic style. tale of the men who made the sale now at Celebrity Attractions,
talents.
American Revolution is joyously 1010 S.W. Morrison, Portland,
Even when you are expecting While Harris is a good poet, it just
retold in the Broadway musical 97205. Matinee prices are $7, $6,
some fairy tale occurrences, doesn't come off very well
"1776". The play by Peter Stone, $5 and $4. Special rates are
coming
out
of
the
mouth
of
a
12some parts of the movie are just
with music and lyrics by Sher available f groups of twenty or
year
old
girl.
Neither
is
it
suitable
too much to be convincing. For
man Edwards, captures the wit more.
example, when a landslide makes for talking about such everyday
a snow bridge so the adventurers things as what movie to go to or
can cross a chasm high in the what to eat for dinner.
mountains. For another example,
when an arrow strikes Danny but
frequently on the
sticks in his leather holster and
Mezzo-soprano Alyce Rogers appears
National Educational Television
makes the natives think he is a
and pianist Gibner King, two
god because he has been hit in the
names well known to opera fans network.
heart but not injured.
King is one of America's most
in the Northwest, will present a
The sex interest in the movie,
concert in the Music Hall highly regarded voice coaches
Roxanne, played by Shakira
auditorium Monday, March 15, at and accompanists. He has
Caine, comes off as just that. It
worked with such artists as Ezio
8 p.m.
Library courses formerly of
seems as though her only purpose
Miss Rogers has performed Pinza, Jan Peerce and Gladys
fered
by
the
humanities
depart
is to come out and provide a
marly times with the Oregon Swarthout. He teaches now at
ment are now being offered by
downfall for Danny, and then
Symphony, the Portland Junior Portland State University.
the education department.
vanish off into the horizon.
Portland
song-writer
and
He and Miss Rogers have
Symphony and the Portland
New courses added for spring
If
one
wanted
to
get
folksinger Don Eaton will be on
Opera. She also is a recitalist who performed together many times
term
which
were
mistakenly
philosophical about the movie,
the OCE campus Friday, April 9
Their program will include the
for a concert and a songwriting and we are not sure it is worth it, . listed under humanities in the
music of Robert Schumann,
one could go into the implications schedule of changes include Lib
workshop Saturday, April 10.
Gaetano Donizetti, Ernest Bloch,
411g,"Organiation
of
Instruc
of
pride and the fallibility of man.
Eaton, a recording artist, has
Jacob Avshalomov and Aaron
tional Materials for School
been featured on
Portland But this comes at the very end of
Copland. Avshalomov is con
Media Centers," three credits,
television and radio programs the movie and is never given the
Women in History, SSc 407g, ductor of the Portland Junior
7-10
Thursday,
Ed
116-17
and
Lib
chance
to
develop,
although
it
performing his original songs. He
still has several openings for
421g, Reference Sources and spring term. It will be taught at 2 Symphony.
released a 45 rpm last year which could have been powerful. The
The concert is free of charge
Media TTh spring term by Dr. Joanne
has received airtime on two ending itself is effective, and Services for School
and open to the public.
Centers, three credits, 4:30-7
major Portland FM stations and even though you can figure it out
Amspoker.
LARC. They are both taught by
is preparing to release his first ahead of time we don't want to
The class will deal with women
Diane Sasser.
give it away.
album.
in society through world history,
Friday's concert will begin at 8
Lib 442g previously scheduled
It is hard to understand why
dealing with both the general
p.m. and the workshop will begin this movie is up for so many
for 7-10 on Thursday in HHS 334
social aspects of women and with
has
been
rescheduled
to
7-10
Academy Awards. If this is one of
at 10 p.m.
individual women.
Monday in Ed 116. It should have
Some students during prebeen listed under Education,
registration evidently confused
also.
the class with the SEEK class
dealing with women today, which
A health fair is planned Jo
is being taught by Jean Garcia at April 6 and 7 in the College Cent
7 p.m. Wednesdays.
which will feature vartou
displays, demonstrations

by CECILIA STILES
Editor
If you like old foreign legion
movies, then "The Man Who
Would Be King" might be your
type of movie. It wasn t ours.
While the movie had some
unusual, and thus interesting
aspects, it was for the most part
rather boring and failed to in
volve us in the story until the very
end.
Some of us were fooled by our
great expectations for this pic
ture based on Rudyard Kipling s
novel and set in India in the
nineteenth century imperialistic
era. Starring Sean Connery and
Michael Caine, and nominated
for four Academy Awards, it had
to be more than just the average
movie, right? WrongThe movie is filled with a lot of
battles and adventures, yet it is
still average. There seem to be
two causes for this. First, you
never care much about the
natives getting killed because
they are never developed either
as individual characters or as a
race.
They
are
merely
placeholders until something else
comes along. Secondly, the
people seem to be 4'acting" like
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Opera singers visit

Dept. offers
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Concert set
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scheduled

' Buy any size.

s

DAIRY QUEEN SUNDAE.
SayScrumpdillyishus.'

Get a second one for only

FREE

Scrump-^
dilyishus

A Perfect
Diamond.

Auditions set Titio

birth control, venereal disease.
kidney donor r^
Several high school seniors
nutrition. There will also uv--planning to major in music at
OCE will audition for scholar pressure screening and a
check for diabetes.
^
ships for the 1976-77 school year
Demonstration
on
^
Sautrday
by
the
Music
respiratljnf r the
Scholarship
Committee,
ac
pulmonary
n
relaxation are planned iw
cording to Ruth Million.
The scholarships, of various fair, also. Films to be
vmaiK Talk
,,
ammounts are also open to include "Chalk
"Breast Self-Examination
transfer students though none
"The Beginning of Lire^
have ever auditioned.
More information on . rin.
Million explained that future
will be available early ne
music students are notified for
Registered Diamond Rings
the scholarship prbgram through
fliers sent out in January and by
word of mouth.
As of Tuesday eight students
had requested auditions but
Exibits of art
Million expects more by the end
^Wapitol
jewelry
PIT0L JEWELRY
otn
stained glass
and
ntly
of the week.
w
.
^ rtiirre
rurref
363-2828
of workmanship are
^
The
auditions
will
be
held
in
the
315 Court N . E .
displayed in the Student
urSe.
Music Hall auditorium during the
Rings from $100 to $10,000
Trade-Mark Reg
in the College Center L
type
afternoon.
This is the first show ol ^0jjege
to be presented by tn
Center.
,Dred the
Eleven students enter^ ^
show with aPProXl ^ich
THOUSANDS ON FILE
exibits each, none of w tv stir
art
MI i majors.
iiiajuio. The
i siiv
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of
interest in the student
geer».
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.
their talents not norm
Greg
Hamilton, *at r
COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
activities director, fai"laI)s
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201
time there are no P>J V*
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.90025
another Student Ar* ule it°^
this doesn't necessarily
Name .
in the future.
•
f
Address.
There are a lot °
students on campus , js
City .
which feel that their dttf
State.
Zip.
good enough to be vie
^
public, Hamilton sald\,

Keepsake8

{TternVs

SUNDAE
SALE
March 18-19
Thursday and Friday
It's America's favorite treat topped with hot fudge or
strawberry or any flavor you like. Anything this good
111
has got to be shared. So bring a
friend, say "Scrumpdillyishus,"
and save while this great offer
lasts at all participating
DAIRY QUEEN* stores.
•Reg. U.S. Pat. Oft., Am. D.Q. Corp. (C) Copyright 1976, Am. D.Q. Corp.
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Campus hours
allege
center BUILDING
building
illEGE CENTER
' d a y -Friday
gnday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

6:30a.m.-i2:oop.m.
8 00 a.m.-12.00 p m

9'OOa.m. - l0:00p.m'

-LEGE center office
vfonday "Friday

8:00 am.-5.00p

.m.

BOOKSTORE
Sunday "Fnday

8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.

oFfee

shop
Sunday-Friday

10:00 a.m. -2:00p.m.

rAMES ROOM
Sunday-Friday
Saturday - Sunday

10:00
I0:00a .m.-i0:00p .m
1:00p.m.- 9:00p.m.

(JSIC LISTENING ROOM
jy
onday-Saturday
1:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.
iday
(closed 5:00 - 6:00p.m. daily? P m' 5 0° P'm'
EET SHOPPE
nday-Friday
(closed 5:00 - 6:00 p.m. daNy)*a'm'"

P'm*

TAGE OFFICES
jay-Friday
(closed Noo„-l:oop.m.)8:Ma",'-5:Ml>ra
th service
ly-Friday

8:30a.m. -4:30p.m.

LARC center
Monday-Thursday

Friday

Saturday

8:00a.m.-10:00p.m.
8:00a.m.- 5:00p.m.
11:00a.m. -5:00p.m.
(closed 5:00 - 7:00 p.m. daily)

LIBRARY
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8:00a.m. -10:00p.m.
8:00a.m.- 5:00p.m.
9:00a. m. - 5:00p.m.
2:00p.m.-10:00p.m.

ED. MEDIA CENTER
Monday-Friday
8:00a.m. -9:30p.m.
Sunday
6:30p.m. -9:30p.m.
(closed 5:00 - 6:30 p.m. daily)
ED. MEDIA LISTENING LAB
Monday - Thursday
8:00a.m. -9:30p.m.
Friday
8:00a.m. -5:00p.m.
Sunday
6:30p.m. -9:30p.m.
(closed 5:00 - 6:30 p.m. daily')
MUSIC BUILDING
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

7:00a.m.-10:00p.m.
10:00a.m.- 4:00p.m.
7:00p.m. -10:00p.m.

REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
Monday - Friday
10:00a.m. -3:00p.m.
(closed Noon -1:00 p.m.)
ADMISSIONS OFFICE
Monday - Friday

8:00a.m. -5:00p.m.

\PE BUILDING AND STADIUM
Monday-Friday

8:00a.m. - 10:00p.m.

OPE BUILDING
Monday - Friday
Saturday - Sunday

8:00a.m. -10:00p.m.
1:00p.m.- 5:00p.m.

(PE facilities available for student use during open hours
except during classes or scheduled activities.)

33,500,000

Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
Q I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

j PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
I

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Name.
Addreiss_

| City

.State.

I California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

-Zip.

ages.Y °NE'S
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Jo"ing has b^ome

the sport for those of

Lamron Photo by Daryl Bonitz

all professions, interests, and

Jogging: Try it you'll like it
by JOAN McCLARY

and legal play to walk -- if
absolutely necessary -- as long as
one can come home, sit down and
say, "I mel my goal for today."
Next, put out a little effort to
wear the proper clothing and
dress for the occasion. Any
student at OCE can check out a
set of sweat clothes. Keep in mind
overdressing will cause heat
exhaustion and underdressing
takes a longer and more pain
staking time to loosen those tight,
cold muscles.
Sweat pants, a shirt and light
jacket should be plenty warm
enough for most cold weather.
Don't be afraid of bad weather.
Joggers are blessed the entire
run with an abundance of body
heat, the best kind for keeping
warm. When finished running get
those wet clothes off and take a
hot shower before the per
spiration freezes, or presto -- a
cold is sure to take hold!
Another very helpful asset is to
wear
the
proper
shoes.
Remember, this is to be a
relaxing experience, not
a
training for boot camp, fully
equipped with army boots. Wear
light comfortable shoes (nylon is
the best) with and arch and
support in them designed for
Jogging is easy
natural movement when walking
Most are aware that exercise is or running.
essential. Jogging is one of the
easiest and most convenient
Warming up is essential
exercies of all. It's a natural
Now, being properly decked out
movement (well, fairly natural is not the signal for "go." Make
for most), and requires no special the early going much easier with
facilities or weather (rain can be something
flowing through the
the most fun) and, best of all, it body by taking some deep
involves the entire body mentally breaths for stimulation. Then
as well as physically.
warm up those lazy resting
As mentioned, most people muscles. I try to communicate
relate jogging or running to a with my muscles; and we don't
quick race to the bus or spurt to take off until I'm sure they are
beat a car. Rather than call that ready to go or else I am forced
running, it sould be termed "a to put up with their constant
shock to the system." A person complaining.
should no more expect that kind
Just as one wouldn't ask for
of action to feel worthwhile than command performance from a
trying to race a car immediately cold car, neither is it fair or
after turning on the ignition when probable to demand high per
the car has been sitting in the formance from faulty
auto
cold for 24 hours. Face it, if parts. Stretch out those muscles
there's no juice, there's no ac (auto parts) that are not used to
tion!
going beyond the necessary
Set a goal
movement for walking, sitting or
Before heading out and running standing.
An area of importance in
with no particular destination,
set a goal. Whether this goal is in particular is that above the heel
terms of minutes or miles, work and below the calf muscle -- the
to reach it. In this game it's fair Achilles Tendon. Because this is
Lamron staff
How many times have you
heard this: Run?- What a
drag...what a boring thing to do...
who would want to jog around a
track for two miles? I look so
stupid when I jog! These are a
few
examples
of
the
rationalizations used for not
getting into one of the easiest and
perhaps most fulfilling exercises,
jogging, or running for the more
advanced.
The reason most people react
with a terrifying scowl at the
thought of running is because
they haven't experienced it past
the point of running to' catch the
bus, or racing to beat a car across
the street.
Thousands of believers across
the country have taken to serious
jogging or running and, alas,
have found it not to be boring or a
drag at all.
Even more appealing, they
have found that running need not
be limited to the doldrum of the
track. In fact it's getting on the
road or out in a beautiful park
and gaining a comfortable rhy
thm that makes running so
fulfilling and addicting.

so important in the prevention of
shin splints I will provide a brief
explanation of how to stretch the
achilles.
Stand facing a wall, placing
your hands on the wall at
shoulder width and step back
ward as far as possible with the
heels pressed to the floor. If it's
difficult to understand the sense
of this, try running without
stretching and then try it after
stretching and warming up. It's a
whole new story.
Take it easy
Now for a few vital hints to
remember while running. For
tunately, Monmouth has some
beautiful
scenery,
but
un
fortunately some of the hardest
pavement to go along with it. At
best, try to stay on the shoulders
of the roads when possible
because they're softer.
Concentrate on running lightly.
Many people look as though
they're stamping out fires rather
than going out for a light run. Try
to let everything relax, for
natural movement and maintain
good posture especially when
fatigue (known as the bear) sets
in.
I would like to conclude with a
plea for those just getting into
jogging -- don't give up, work at
least until that first point of
satisfaction is reached. Suddenly,
setting new goals becomes a
habit, no matter how small those
goals are. There is always a new
challenge to running and the
benefits apply outside the world
of sweats and tennis shoes. The
stamina and well-being gained
makes the active day very worth
while and much easier to handle.
So quit making up excuses and let
out that energy aching to get out.
Otherwise, don't knock it 'til
you've tried it.

Recycling set
The Big Brother Big Sister
program will be collecting old
newspapers, glass bottles and tin
cans at Mayfair Market parking
lot in Independence Saturday,
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Anyone with a pick-up they are
willing to loan for the use of the
group Saturday is asked to
contact Jule Schlobohm at 8382277 at night.
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Women bowlers repeat

From the Stands
Spring sports time
by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor

Spring sports are closing in on the OCE campus in a
hurry and the way things look right now, it appears as
though OCE will be blest with a number of winning
teams as has been the case all year. Practices have
begun in golf, men and women's tennis, men and
women's track, softball and baseball. The teams are
welcoming a number of returning stars from last season
and, with a lot of good freshman showing up on the
scene, Spring '76 could end up being a great spring for
the OCE sports program.
GOLF: Dr. William McArthur is coaching the golfers
again this year and is looking forward to quite a season
as he has a three-year letterman, two two-year lettermen
and an impressive freshman out thus far.
Returning are three-year letterman Dave Shelton and
two-year lettermen Bill Seamster and Fred Berkey. Last
year Shelton and Seamster led the golfers to a second
place finish at District. Shelton was third at District with
a two-round 149 and Seamster was fifth with 152.
Willamette took the District championship with 298 total
strokes to 304 for the Wolves and Willamette won a trip
to Fort Worth, Texas, with the title. The Wolves also
finished third in the EvCo last year.
Among the six newcomers to the team is freshman
Charles Kem who holds a No. 1 handicap at Salem Golf
Course and is the current Salem's Men's Club champion.
WOMEN'S TRACK: Last year, OCE's women's track
team took sixth place in the nation, including all small
college and major university teams. They also beat both
Oregon and Oregon State a number of times during the
year in multiple-team meets and were undefeated in
those six meets. In those meets, the women took 53
first's in 96 individual events against 45 other schools.
Thirteen records were set by 16 women last year and
ten of those women are back this year. Emilia Edet,
Evelyn Okeke, Joan McClary and Debbie Brundige all set
two records last year and are returning this spring.
Marsha Melvin, set one record last year and is also
returning.
Edet, Okeke and Melvin each scored points in the
national meet in Corvallis last spring, Edet in the 100
yard dash and 100 meter hurdles, each of which she
placed second in, Okeke in the shot, which she placed
second in, and Melvin in the javelin, which she placed
fourth in.
Some strong freshmen who will help bolster the OCE
attack this spring are: from Hillsboro Kelly Jones (AAA
440 champ last year), Tracie Rent (second in AAA long
jump), and Kathy Shuttuck (fourth in AAA long jump)
Mary Flande (first in Class A shot put), Renne Lambrecht
(state record holder in AA javelin), Cindy Musgrove
(Washington high jump champ), and Cindy Rogers, Dawn
Lacey and Mary Russell in the mile.

as Oregon State champs
OCE's women bowlers had
their best day of the season in
Salem last week as they
averaged 172 as a team and won
the Oregon state championship
for the second year in a row.
In the opening game of the
playoffs
against
Northern
Division champs Chemeketa
Community College, OCE, the
Southern winners, had games of
227 by Linda Mitchell, 192 by
Lynnea Rake, 190 by Nancy Ritz,
186 by Pam Rehm and 147 by Lee
Gibson.
Ritz went on to bowl a 614 series
with games of 187 and 237, and in
her second three games, she had
games of 183, 165 and 158 for a 516
series and a six game average of
188.
Mitchell finished her first
series with games of 183 and 158
for a 568 series and followed up
with a 190-185-161 performance
the second time through for a 536
series. Mitchell finished the six
games with a 184 average.
Rake wasn't far behind in
points average. She had high
games of 192, and 183 and finished
with a 173 final average. Gibson
had a 159 average and 202 high
game, Rehm had a 157 average
and 161high, and Marsha Cooper
had a 155 average and 205 high
game.
In the final season stats, the
state champs were led by Ritz,
who bowled the most games, 55,
and had the highest average,
167.1. Mitchell rolled 49 games
during the season and had a 165.4
average and Rake had a 160
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"GOOD MATCH" •• Bowling Coach Wilma Hein and an OCE
woman bowler talk over their sport during a recent match. The
women
won
their
second
consecutive Oregon State
championship last Thursday in Salem, beating Chemeketa
Community College for the title.

average in 33 games. Rehm
average 157.3 in 36 games, Gibson
157.1 in 46 games, Cooper 151.3 in
34 games and Trachsel 148.2 in 16
games.

With four wild card spots still
open for the national tournament
Coach Wilma Hein is hoping the
scores will help get the team into
the national playoff picture.

Women cagers halt PSU jinx,
can clinch national berth next
Three points stopped OCE's bid
to win the Northern-Southern
area <4A" qualifying tournament
held in Ashland last weekend but
the women cagers played well
enough to take second and qualify
for this weekends Northwest "A"
Division tourney in Portland.
OCE took second after beating
University of Washington Thurs
day 65-52, Portland State, who
had beaten the Wolves in four
previous meetings this season,
62-49, and losing to Western
Washington 69-66 in the final.
Along with OCE and Western
Washington, Portland State and
University
of
Alaska
also
qualified for
the upcoming
tourney as the top four teams
were allowed to go.
The Wolves raised their season

record to 12-7 over the weekend
and ended a frustrating 0-4
draught against PSU on Friday
to gain the finals.
^
t
OCE got good over-all scoring
in all three games. Against
Portland State, Cheryl Traner
had 14, Cindy Musgrove 13, Cathy
Branton and Renne Lambrecht
10, Debbie McGill eight, Sherry
Adams with four, Norma Pyle
two and Karen Kolen one.
OCE lead the Vikings 28-22 at
the half and increased that
margin in the second half and
coasted to the 13 point victory.
Karen Strong, a 6-2 center for
PSU who has averaged well over
20 points against OCE this
season, was held to just 11
Friday.
Thursday's 65-52 win over

Washington vaulted OCE into the
semi-final game with PSL
Musgrove was the leader in the
game, scoring 15 points an
grabbing 10 rebounds.
Following Musgrove in scorn
were Adams with 11, Lambrec ^
Branton and Traner with *
each, Kolen with six, ana )
and Cecil Ward with three ap£
In the final game onSatuiW
Kathy Slagle of WSUJe ^ to
teams in scoring with ithelped keep OCE in the g ^ „
with 16 and McGill adde ; ^
Musgrove and Kolen we
ti
with nine each, Adams-&
cj,
and Branton and Lambr
scored seven, as the
to
again was even
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the top two in Portland ®na.
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There's no doubt about it, good things will haooen on
the OCE track this spring.
MEN'S TENNIS: Dr. Bob McCullough is also
welcoming experience to his team as his top four men
from last year's District 2 champs are returning.
Mark Trolan, Steve Hill, John Chisholm and George
Goin brought the men's team the district title as well as
second in league, and along with the return of Dirk
Stovall and the addition of Ted Progler, Charlie Dolazel
and Craig Davidson to the "ladder", the men's tennis
team should be able to spend much of it's time makinq
winning their racket.
SOFTBALL: Last year's OCE softball team took
seventh in the nation and with the return of many
starters could manage to approach or repeat that
accomplishment this spring. Returning are Cecil Warrl
Debbie Griffin, Karen Kolen, Karen Hammond, Janie
Ellis, Bonnie Souers and Carol Adams. Carta Hazen
easily one of the best pitchers in the Northwest a year
ago was lost to graduation, which poses the biqqest
problem to Coach Carol Brownlow, even though Adams
a pitcher, is returning.
'
BASEBALL, MEN'S TRACK and WOMEN'S TENNIS"
Due to the continued unavailability of the coaches of
tnese sports, no preseason notes are available
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Ladies: Male dancer will entertain for
bachelorette parties. Write Robert
Birch, SPO 79
For sale: '67 VW van,, new recap radials,
new electrical system. Rebuilt
engine, 1200 miles on it. Asking
$1350. 838-3291 or 448 S. Warren St.
Monmouth.
Wanted: Roommate. Female non-smoker
to share 2 bedroom apt. for $75
spring term (March 28) close to
campus. Contact Paula Udell, SPO
^"ame 2^
Own
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share
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bedroom™
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Need Extra Cash? The Salem Baseball
Umpires Association needs umpires
No experience necessary. Meetings
every Tuesday night at 7:30, Parrish
Junior High School library in Salem.
5563°ntaC* ^3n

McCauley'

Text Books: For sale at the end of this
term. Books, all in excellent
condition, for following classes: WR
222, WR 218, Bi 201 and 202, SP 111
Bowling (PE 114), PS 106, PS 202^
and PE 367 (Baseball Coaching) for
Fall term. Will sell for reduced prices
or trade for text's to: PS 201, Eng 106
or Eng. 109. For arrangements come
to Lamron office of lower level of
College Center, today (Thursday)
1:45
pm"' tomorrow
from
10:00 a.m. to 11:45 a.m., or leave a
note for a better time. Let's help
each other save money.
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CONCENTRATION - Mark
one reason
why OCE won the District 2 men's tennis title a
year ago and is one reason why they will be
favorites to repeat as he and three other top
players from last year are returning to the OCE
courts this spring.
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| Coach Rice looks to talent,
I depth for successful season
by JOAN McCLARY
Lamron staff
The OCE women's track team is preparing for
another season and Coach Jackie Rice is
welcoming 34 women to the team, including 16
returning tracksters who were part of the team
that took first in the state last year, second in the
Northwest and sixth in the nation - the highest
finishing place at Nationals for any team in the
Northwest.

Lamron
Sports
The spikers have gone undefeated in regular
season competiton for the past two years and with
strong help from incoming freshmen that record
could extend through three seasons.
Coach Rice hesitates to make preseason
predictions because it's so difficult to judge track
performances before the season starts, she said.
She feels it's easier in a sport like basketball
because you can look at a team as a whole and
make some sort of judgment.
Most of the predictions must be based on past
performances, which should be a bright reflection
for Coach Rice. Ten out of 16 school records were
broken last year and only two members con
tributing to those record breaking events were lost
to graduation. Those record holders returning are
sprinters Emilia Edet, Sandy Herbert, Cheryl
Garrison and Charlene Schwanz; runners Joan
McClary and Debbie Brundige; and in the field
events, Marsha Melvin and Evelyn Okeke. Other
returnees are Melody Beyer, Kathy Branton,
Kathy Bryant, Linda Clapshaw, Melissa Gold
smith, Betty Ledgerwood and Sandy Tupper.
This group earned five first places at state last
year, three at -Northwest, and placed five out
standing performers among the top six in their
respective events at the national meet in Corvallis.

Wrestlers
travel East
Warren Hughes, Roger and
Rich Rolen are in Edinboro,
Penn., to take part in the
National Association of Inter
collegiate
Athletics
national
wrestling tournament.
Hughes earned the trip east by
taking the 190 pound cham
pionship in the recent District 2
tournament held at OCE. The
Rolen's earned the trip by taking
second places, Rich in the 158
class and Roger in the 134 class.
Last
season
the
Rolens'
travelled to nationals and along
with ex-heavyweight Steve Sears,
but did not place in their weight
classes. This week is Hughes'
first trip to the national meet.

Lamron

Sprinter Edet raced to earn two places in that
meet, taking second in the 110 meter hurdles, and
fifth place in the 100 yd. dash. Shot putter Okeke
won second place in her event while Marsha
Melvin placed fourth in the javelin and Norma
Pyle took sixth in the pentathlon. Sixth place isn't
too bad for a freshman in her first year of pen
tathlon and her first year of competition.
As for the school records, chances are those
records are going to keep falling this year with the
very impressive group of freshmen on the team.
Hillsboro High School should feel the loss this year
after sending OCE the crux of its State AAA 3rd
place finishing team in Kelly Jones, Tracie Ranf
and Kathy Shuttuck. Sprinter Jones was the state
440 yd. dash champion last year with a best of 57.3
and took third in the 220 yd. dash.
In addition, AAA second place finisher in the
long jump, Tracie Ranf, will be reaching for over
the 19' mark again this time for OCE, along with
teammates Kathy Shuttuck, Norma Pyle and
Sandy Tupper to back her up, making the long
jump perhaps one of the stronger events for OCE.
Shuttuck placed fourth at state last year in the
long jump and then joined with Jones to lead the
relays for Hillsboro.
Joining the best shot put team in the Northwest
will be Mary Flande who held first place in the
shot put for State A schools last year. Renne
Lambrecht, the state record holder in the javelin
for AA schools, will team with Marsha Melvin,
Judy Heidenrich and Jeanette Balsbaugh for some
mighty spear throwing competition.
The high jump event will also see more action
this year from champion Cindy Musgrove of
Longview, Washington. Musgrove's best leap has
been 5'5". To balance out the team, the distance
racers and Debbie Brundige will finally have the
depth they've been looking for with the addition of
freshmen Cindy Rogers who clocks a 5:05 best for
the mile, Mary Russell with a best of 5:24, and
Dawn Lacey.
Other new hopefuls on the team are Nancy
Cameron, Marsha Cooper, Tammy Griffith, Cindy
Nemchich, Linda Stevenson, Laura Wiles and
Connie Wold.
Most of the team members have been practicing
since the beginning of this term, and some started
even earlier. Within the next couple of weeks the
full team should be ready and waiting for the first
meet of the season on Thursday, April 1, when
OCE will play host to six other schools.

Top four men
returning to
men's tennis
by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor
If dreams come true, then men's tennis Coach
Bob McCullough must have been doing his share of
dreaming recently.
Unless, of course, welcoming back the top four
players from last year's district champions isn't a
dream. To McCullough, it's a dream come true.
A year ago, the men's tennis team won the
District 2 championship and took second in league,
and this spring the top four men from last year
Mark Trolan, John Chisholm, Steve Hill and
George Goin, are allback, along with Dirk Stovall,
number six last year, and possibly Stan Tamura,
number seven last year.
Trolan, along with his first singles duties last
year, teamed up with Hill for first doubles.
Chisholm, playing at second singles, teamed with
Stovall at second doubles. Goin, along with fourth
singles, was also at third doubles.
Joining the multitude of experience will be Ted
Progler, Charlie Dolezal and Craig Davidson,
Dolezal and Davidson played JV last year.
McCullough sees most of the competition
coming this season from the three Washington
schools, Eastern, Central and Western. He also
said Southern Oregon may be strong, but "It's
hard to say how strong they will be."
The men will open their season April 1 when they
battle Portland State on the home courts at 2:00
p.m. On Friday and Saturday, April 2-3, they will
be in Ashland to play Whitman, Sonoma, and
Southern Oregon, in a four-way match hosted by
SOC.
Their next match will be in Portland against
University of Portland Aj)ril 6, and then they will
.. be at home April 8 and 9, a Thursday and Friday,
' for two matches against Willamette and
University of Idaho before returning to the road.
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Guys and gals needed for summer employment at
national parks, private camps, dude ranches, and
resorts throughout the nation. Over 50,000
students aided each year. For FREE information
on student assistance program send selfaddressed STAMPED envelope to Opportunity
Research, Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901. Many good jobs are avail
able!
APPLICANTS MUST APPLY EARLY.
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at Oak Knoll
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Tekle, Admassu
first team all-stars
During the regular season
The Oregon Intercollegiate
Soccer
Association
recently Admassu played center half back
released its 1975 All-Star selec for the Oregon state champions,
tions and for the first time ever while Tekle set his league scoring
OCE placed two players on the record from his inside forward
position.
first unit.
Second unit nominations went
Receiving special selection
were team captain Wudneh to inside forward Yohannes
Admassu and the league's Tadesse and sweeper back
leading scorer Solomon Tekle. Ananso Nkole.

Soccer Club
meeting set
All interested male and female
soccer players and fans are in
vited to the OCE Soccer Club
meeting scheduled for March 16
at 7 p.m. in the College Center.
Discussion will center over
games scheduled for spring term
and the possibility of setting up a
women's soccer team.
The Soccer Club has tentatively
set up games with Oregon State,
University of Oregon, Southern
Oregon College and
Lane
Community College.
League play resumes next fall
term when the OCE Soccer Club
will,try to defend it's Oregon
Intercollegiate Soccer Cham
pionship.

Lamron photo by Steve Geiger

REAL SWINGERS » Two OCE
students. who are trying their
mightiest to make this year's
varsity baseball team take their
best cuts at the ball during recent
practices on the OCE field. Sunny
weather during the past few
weeks has brought out a number
of team veterans and newcomers
who will be trying to put together
a bright season for the OCE
baseball program.

Wing Tom Lonergan and
defensive player Greg Baisch
received honorable mention.

Livingston
mainspeaker
Dr. Robert Livingston, OCE
athletic director and NAIA
-President / Acting
Executive
Secretary, was the main speaker
at the 39th Annual NAIA
Basketball Tournament Tip-Off
banquet held Sunday, March 7, in
the Imperial Ballroom of the
Hotel Muehlebach in Kansas
City, Mo.
The NAIA Tip-Off banquet
honored the 32 District cham
pions who will compete in the 39th
Annual
NAIA
National
Basketball Tournament to be
played through Saturday in
Crosby Kemper Arena.

DARYL'S
SHOE SERVICE
Knapp Shoe Counselor
Shoe Repair Gives Extra Wear

148 C Street
Independence, Ore. 97351

TASTE TESTERS,
BLITZ-WEINHARD THANKS YOU
For taking time. For taking the test.
And for displaying your good taste.
Over the past few weeks, 273 of you have participated in the
Blitz vs. Brand X taste tests. We thought they were very
successful, but they wouldn't have been without you. So,
again, thank you for your courteous co-operation.
We hope you learned something from the test. And we hope
you continue to learn more about beer, on your own. It really is
an interesting subject. Besides, the more you learn, the more
we think you'll be apt to drink our beer.
Here are the cumulative results of the taste tests held recently
in your area:
TOTAL TESTS GIVEN:
273
COULD NOT PICK DIFFERENT BEER: 171 (62.6°/
COULD PICK DIFFERENT BEER:

102 (37.4*5

OF THOSE 102 WHO DID PICK DIFFERENT BEER:
PREFERRED BLITZ:
PREFERRED BRAND X:
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